“You are the colonizer!”
“I carried out theatre training for young people in Israel in the topic of “identities shaped by
language, oral history”. There were Hungarian, German and Palestine youth in the group and I was
the only trainer. I gave the participants homework: they had to carry out interviews with their
grandparents (topics were: love, difficulties, careers, politics, wars, etc) and record a song they sing
(if they are willing to do this). The Palestinian group did not make any interviews (though the
interviews gave the basis of the training about participants’ cultures, contexts), but they recorded
songs and they wanted to teach these songs – in Arabic – to the other group members. They
explained the meaning of these songs which was very moving. There was a German guy (let’s call
him Jürgen) who was much older than any other participant (28 years old compared to 16-18 year
olds), who was really interested in theatre techniques and who spoke very good English and had
no problems with communicating (while others were more shy). He started to explain to the
Palestinian group that they shouldn’t teach these songs in Arabic and in their original form (as this
is too difficult for foreigners). But they should turn these songs into pop hit songs, it would be
easier that way. I told Jürgen to let the group teach the songs as they wish to and in their authentic
forms. Still, Jürgen was very adamant and stuck to his idea. When he didn’t stop for another 5
minutes, I asked him to have a face-to-face short talk, and told him to stop, as his idea could be
seen as colonizing. He replied: You are the colonizer!.”
Israel, spring 2019

IDENTITIES OF THE NARRATOR AND THE PERSON(S) TRIGGERING THE SHOCK
is a single 32 years old algerian who's been in France from a year or two. This incident takes place at
a party after a worshop in which the narrator is a trainer and the other person is a participant.

THE NARRATOR

THE OTHER PERSON(S)

SIMILARITIES / DIFFERENCES

A 33 years old Hungarian
woman who’s an actress, a
drama teacher and director. In
this context, she is the one in
charge of theatre training for
young people.

A 28 years old German man
who’s a student. In this
context, he participates at the
activities proposed by the
narrator.

What brings them closer are their ages, their
social classes (they’re both from middle-low
class) and the fact that they’re not part of a
minority. What separates them are their
genders, their native languages (Hungarian for
the narrator and Pashtun for the other person)
and their status within the workshop.

CONTEXT
is a single 32 years old algerian
who's been in France from a
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year or two. This incident takes
place at a party after a
The situation
happens in a training room that is too
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forother
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and the
more
difficult.
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OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT
All other members of the training group, about 1820 young people (Hungarians, Germans,
Palestinians).
Not present: no translator, no Palestinian or
German youth worker or adult professional.
Germans were highly educated, they gave the
impressions that they think that they know more
about Palestinians than the Palestinians know
about them, they behaved as if they taught the
others, they seemed a bit stuck up.
Germans kept the rules more than the other
participants and they were frustrated by this.

LARGER SOCIAL CONTEXT

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, ANTECEDENTS

The focus on learning about theatre techniques in the
advertisement of the training might have raised
expectations in Jürgen that makes his reactions more
understandable.

It was on the 3d or 4th day of a 7 day long training, and
the group atmosphere was difficult to create as the
organization of the whole training was suboptimal
(hosts did not deliver a lot of things that had been
previously agreed on, like a Palestinian adult trainer, a
translator, a bigger room). This was the first day that it
seemed that despite of all the difficulties participants
started to open up.
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A participant expresses disagreement
critique about how the process goes
and does not listen to the facilitator.

When the facilitator asks “Please stop as
your idea might seem colonizing!” He replies:
“You are the colonizer!”

Respectful collaboration: participants should listen to
each other respectfully and give value to each other’s
contributions; participants cannot criticize/modify each
other’s activity forcefully. When participants open up about
their lives and the values they find important it’s even more
important to let them do this in a way they are comfortable
with.

Respect of the contributions of
participants: the narrator finds it
important that she had to receive
what any participant brings into the
group with great respect.

The importance of the reliability of the host
organization: the host organisation should have
provided all what was agreed on: big enough
space, a translator, an adult co-trainer (instead
the narrator was left alone with the young
group).

Non-judgmental attitude: a trainer should not
judge participants, should not label them. The
narrator felt that she should not have said
anything like this to anyone, not even to a friend,
she felt that she crossed a line, she didn’t behave
professionally.

The focus of the training is on identity issues: the narrator wanted to
explore the different contexts and identities of the different groups
while using personal, family stories

Respect of the authority and
professional skills of the
trainer: participants should
trust the trainer, let the trainer
lead the group, should not take
over the leading role. It was not
optimal that a guy was there
who was closer in age to the
trainer and felt the need to
dominate.

Importance
of
good
atmosphere: the narrator
needs to maintain a good group
dynamic, an open atmosphere
which Jürgen started to
threaten.

Manifestation of emotions is not professional: A trainer should keep his/her
cool, should not loose temper. It was a bigger shock for the narrator to call Jürgen
a colonizer than to receive this label back from him. She was not offended as she
couldn’t treat this comeback seriously (took it as a sign of pay-back).

Reflection on power asymmetries and
privileges: People from privileged
background (like Jürgen in this case)
should be aware of their privileges and
should not lecture others, should be open
to others.

FRAME OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT “JÜRGEN”

A participant expresses disagreement
critique about how the process goes
and does not listen to the facilitator.

The focus of the training is on theatre
techniques: Jürgen might have thought that the
primary goal of the training is to learn about and
experiment with theatre techniques (it was
promoted as a theatre workshop).

Expectations of an equal relationship
between two adults: Jürgen might have
thought that two adults who are of more or
less the same age (Valeria:33, Jürgen:28)
are regarded as equal partners. Jürgen was
the oldest, he was closer to the age of
Valeria than to the age of the other, much
younger participants (under 20).

When the facilitator asks “Please stop as
your idea might seem colonizing!” He replies:
“You are the colonizer!”

A participant in theatre training should be creative, proactive,
experimental: Jürgen might have thought that his proposition of turning
original songs into pop songs was a creative idea that was suited to a
theatre workshop.

Representation of respecting the
rules: to be active, to be engaged, to
arrive on time (the Palestinian group
often arrived late, while the Germans
were punctual) Respecting the rules is
how to show his engagement to the
training (the Palestinian did not record
interviews and the German did).

The
trainer
should
welcome
participants’
contributions:
Jürgen
expected the trainer to be
flexible, to be liberal, to be
open
to
participants’
ideas.

Importance of giving a sense of achievement to other
participants: Jürgen might have wanted to protect the
Palestinian group from the frustrating task to teach a song
in Arabic to Europeans. Jürgen saw that the songs were
important for the Palestinian group and did not want
them to become disappointed when other participants
could not learn how to sing them properly.

Expectations towards the other
participants:
they
will
understand the activities quickly,
good progress can be made with
them, they will be flexible.
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